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Leading experts insist on the critical role of T-cell against N to develop pan-sarbecovirus vaccines

**WHO consultation on COVID-19 vaccines research**: How can vaccine research further contribute to achieve the control of the pandemic everywhere? – 6 Dec 2021 - Stanley Plotkin and Rafi Ahmed

**Importance of including nucleocapsid protein in SARS-CoV-2 vaccines for inducing an optimal CD8 T cell response**
A Double-Punch Approach is Necessary for Broad-Spectrum Protection against Sarbecoviruses

Osivax’s ambition: Provide a clinically validated, safe and cost-effective T-cell component
Why can Osivax succeed in developing a T-cell component against the Nucleocapsid?

**Osivax’s Technology specifically designed to trigger T-cell responses**

Osivax recombinant proteins self-assemble into highly immunogenic nanoparticles, composed of:

- **Full-length** Nucleocapsid antigen
- Together with 3 critical immunologic features
  1. **Repetitive patterns** (self-assembling sequence)
  2. **Cell penetrating system** (polyarginine tail)
  3. **T-cell activation sequence** (CD40 receptor)

**Osivax’s Technology de-risked in clinical Phase 2 in Influenza (OVX836 vaccine)**

Insights from OVX836, OSIVAX’ influenza vaccine:

- Excellent **safety** profile in >500 subjects
- **T-cell** responses generated in human
- **Cost-effective** manufacturing process
- Signal of **efficacy** synergistic with conventional vaccines in both preclinical and human
We’re looking for collaborations with teams developing Spike Ab-based vaccines

Please do not hesitate to contact us:
Delphine GUYON-GELLIN – dguyongellin@osivax.com
Head of Coronavirus Program
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